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seo checker will check multiple url inputs and displays seo compliance score results for each url. the
resulting score indicates the likelihood that your website can be shown on search engines for the

keywords provided. it will provide detailed reports on domains and urls, plus a summary report for all
domains and urls. seo checker supports internet explorer 8+, google chrome, mozilla firefox, opera,
apple safari and most mobile browsers. 3. after that, the company will ask you whether it can simply

be a one-time link. the answer is yes. this is the onetime link. it is to be used for the total time the
link is available. if you publish another link that is available for longer than the onetime link, the

search engines can see that. this is a one time link, which can be used for the total time it is
available. so the text containing the link can be copied to your clipboard, and then the links can be

used within the search results of a google. as was one time link. 3. click the link, which will allow you
to download a list of all possible improvements (the green ones), and where each change is indicated
by its availability. you can also view the various changes as a report, which lets you include a short

description with all of the changes. 2. press the build button, and you’ll be able to view the site audit
report. this report will provide a multitude of other statistics regarding your website’s performance
as well as a prioritized list of changes you can apply to make the most improvement. click on your

report to view detailed information about the various optimization report results.
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